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This report discusses the successful management of two complex open abdominal wounds. The wounds
were temporarily closed with a silastic sheet. After several dressing changes with vacuum-assisted
closure (VAC), bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps were used to close the complex open abdominal
wound. Case 1: a 41-year-old man underwent gastric bypass surgery for morbid obesity. Wound
dehiscence resulted from a sudden increase in intra-abdominal pressure while weaning from mechanical
ventilation. The huge open wound was temporarily covered with a silastic sheet. After serial VAC
dressing changes, the wound was progressively reduced. The defect was completely repaired using
bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps. The skin defects in the lateral abdominal wall were then covered
with a split-thickness skin graft. Case 2: a 65-year-old woman underwent emergency surgery for
hypovolemic shock from active upper gastrointestinal bleeding. She had a history of three biliary op-
erations for intrahepatic and common bile duct stones. Hemobilia caused by a ruptured intrahepatic
pseudoaneurysm was controlled by intraoperative arterial embolization. To prevent abdominal
compartment syndrome, the open wound was initially covered with a silastic sheet. The wound was
progressively reduced by serial VAC dressing changes. The midline wound was then successfully closed
by bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps. After VAC dressing, the skin defects in the lateral abdominal
wall were directly closed 2 weeks later. In our experience, a combination of VAC and bilateral bipedicle
advancement flaps is effective for the definitive fascia to fascia closure of huge complex open abdominal
wounds.
Copyright � 2014, Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Foundation. Published by Elsevier Taiwan LLC. All

rights reserved.
1. Introduction

“Open abdomen” is a strategy used to avoid abdominal
compartment syndrome [1,2]. It has become a significant inter-
mediate step in the treatment of abdominal emergencies, including
severe abdominal trauma, retroperitoneal hemorrhage, pancrea-
titis, and severe abdominal sepsis. It has proven effective in
reducing mortality and immediate postoperative complications,
but it remains a challenging surgical problem with increased late
morbidity, such as infection, and enterocutaneous or enteroatmo-
spheric fistula. Various strategies have been proposed to close an
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open abdomen, including delayed primary fascia closure, planned
ventral hernia [3], component separation [4], a Wittmann patch
[5,6], abdominal reapproximation anchoring [7,8], and bilateral
bipedicle advancement flaps [9,10]. Each of these strategies has
various advantages and disadvantages [11,12].

Repeated, tedious abdominal wound dressing changes are
usually required to prepare for wound closure before the definitive
abdominal wall reconstruction. Negative pressure wound therapy
including vacuum pack closure and vacuum-assisted closure (VAC)
are currently being used as temporary abdominal closure tech-
niques. These can decrease the frequency of dressing changes and
facilitate delayed primary fascia closure [13e15] or enhance sec-
ondary fascia closure with a combination of other temporary
abdominal closure methods [16e20].

Here, we share our experience in the integration of VAC with
bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps tomanage two complex open
abdominal wounds.
d by Elsevier Taiwan LLC. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Case 1: (A) a silo sheath is pierced at multiple sites and used to protect the underlying visceral organs from direct trauma from VAC; (B) the abdominal defect is dressed with
a polyurethane sponge and connected to a VAC therapy unit at a negative pressure of approximately 75e125 mmHg. VAC ¼ vacuum-assisted closure.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the technique used for bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps to
close a midline defect.

Fig. 3. Case 1: (A) after 4 weeks of VAC, the abdominal defect is covered with granulation
fascia to fascia with silicon Foley catheter retention sutures; (C) the lateral abdominal wo
advancement flaps, the complex open abdominal wound has completely healed 3 months
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2. Case Reports

2.1. Case 1

A 41-year-old man with a body mass index of 53.8 underwent a
gastric bypass for morbid obesity. Unfortunately, wound dehis-
cence and bowel evisceration resulted from a sudden increase in
intra-abdominal pressure while weaning from mechanical venti-
lation. As evisceration and marked swelling of the small bowel
hindered primary closure of the abdominal wound, it was initially
covered with a silastic sheet and treated with VAC (Fig. 1). VAC
dressings were changed twice a week. After 4 weeks of VAC, the
abdominal wound was well covered with granulation tissue.
Although the defect decreased to 26 � 16 cm2, frozen abdomen
developed and delayed primary fascia closure could not be ach-
ieved by VAC alone. The midline wound was then successfully
closed fascia to fascia using bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps
(Fig. 2). The skin defects in the bilateral abdominal wall were closed
using split-thickness skin grafts (STSGs) (Fig. 3).
tissue; (B) using bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps, the abdominal defect is closed
und is repaired using STSGs; (D) after the integration of VAC and bilateral bipedicle
later. STSGs ¼ split-thickness skin grafts; VAC ¼ vacuum-assisted closure.



Fig. 4. Case 2: (A) after 3 weeks of VAC, bowel swelling and the abdominal defect are
markedly reduce; (B) the abdominal defect is closed fascia to fascia using bilateral
bipedicle advancement flaps with silicon Foley catheter retention sutures; (C) the
lateral abdominal wounds are directly closed after 1 week of VAC and both midline and
lateral abdominal wounds have healed well 6 weeks later. VAC ¼ vacuum-assisted
closure.
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2.2. Case 2

A 65-year-old woman with a history of three previous biliary
operations for intrahepatic and common bile duct stones, including
a choledochoduodenostomy several decades ago, had an emer-
gency laparotomy for hypovolemic shock from active upper
gastrointestinal bleeding. During the operation hemobilia was
confirmed; it was caused by an intrahepatic pseudoaneurysm that
had ruptured into the biliary tract. The bleeding was controlled by
intraoperative arterial embolization. After embolization, the in-
testines became markedly distended and the incisions from the
previous operations limited wound closure. The abdominal defect
was initially covered with a silastic sheet and dressed with VAC to
prevent abdominal compartment syndrome. The VAC dressings
were changed twice a week. Three weeks later, the defect had
markedly decreased to 21 �15 cm2 but frozen abdomen developed
and the wound could not be directly closed using a component
separation technique. Finally, the midline wound was successfully
closed using bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps. The skin defects
in the bilateral abdominal wall were dressed by VAC and closed
directly 2 weeks later (Fig. 4).

3. Discussion

Open abdomen management is indicated for patients whose
abdomen cannot be closed because of a loss of abdominal wall, such
as with necrotizing fasciitis and tertiary peritonitis or bowel edema,
and for patients whose abdomen should not be closed, such as
those who need damage control surgery or re-exploration in
abdominal sepsis, and those with abdominal compartment syn-
drome. As the abdomen should be kept open in these situations, a
temporary abdominal closure device is needed to cover the
abdominal defect before the definitive fascia closure. Several tem-
porary abdominal closure techniques have been utilized in the
management of open abdomen, including vacuum packs, VAC,
artificial burrs (Wittmann patch), dynamic retention sutures,
plastic silos (Bogotá bag), mesh/sheets, and skin approximation.
Their respective advantages and disadvantages have been well
reviewed [20]. With the aid of these temporary abdominal closure
devices, the management of open abdomen has evolved from the
traditional planned long-term ventral hernia during staged hospi-
talizations to definitive fascia closure during the initial
hospitalization.

At our institution, when a large abdominal defect cannot be
closed primarily, it is covered initially with a silastic sheet. The
silastic sheet is pierced at multiple sites to allow tissue fluid efflux
from this vacuum system (Fig. 1A). Debridement of the necrotic
wound is carried out when needed to avoid potential infection. VAC
dressings are usually changed twice a week until the defect has
reduced markedly and granulation tissue covers the entire wound.
The duration and frequency of VAC dressing changes depends on
the abdominal pressure and viability of the fascia. After the wound
is well prepared, themanagement of abdominal defects depends on
their width. Abdominal defects <5 cm can be closed using delayed
primary sutures. A component separation technique can be used to
close wounds >5 cm but <20 cm. If the wound is >20 cm and/or
frozen, bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps are recommended.
With the advancement flap technique, longitudinal incisions are
made bilaterally in the abdominal wall from the subcostal region to
the lower abdomen along the anterior axillary line. The incision is
deepened to the muscle fascia until a midline closure can be ach-
ieved without tension (Fig. 2). Silicon Foley catheters (14 Fr) are
used for retention sutures (Figs. 3 and 4). The abdominal wound is
then closed fascia to fascia with figure-of-eight interrupted “0”
Vicryl sutures. Three knots on each retention suture are used to
prevent wound dehiscence. The incisions on the lateral abdominal
wall can be closed using STSGs or directly closed after VAC dressing
care.

Integrating a silastic sheet in VAC is important because it can
protect the intestine from direct trauma fromVAC and help prevent
bowel evisceration. It provides a smooth and inert surface with
minimal to no irritation to the bowel serosa. VAC can decrease
bowel edema and reduce the size of the wound [21]. It can reduce
bacterial colonization, enhance neovascularization, and increase
granulation tissue formation [22]. Recent studies demonstrated
that vacuum pack closure or VAC helped achieve delayed primary
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abdominal fascia closure rates of up to 33e100% [23,24]. If delayed
primary fascia closure cannot be achieved by VAC alone, it can
enhance secondary closure of openwounds in combinationwith an
STSG, component separation, a Wittmann patch, abdominal reap-
proximation anchoring, or bilateral bipedicle advancement flaps.
Although several retrospective case control studies and limited
prospective data suggest that negative pressure wound therapy
may be better than other temporary abdominal closure techniques,
clinical evidence is still lacking because of the heterogeneousmix of
cases and poor quality of the studies [25]. A randomized control
trial protocol to test the validity of this hypothesis was published in
2013 [26]. From our experience, when the initial silastic sheet is too
small to cover the entire intestine, the intestine will adhere firmly
to the retracted abdominal fascia and become frozen. In this situ-
ation, even component separation cannot achieve midline closure.
Hence, bilateral bipedical advancement flaps were selected for
wound closure in our cases. We suggest using a larger silastic sheet
which can fully cover the intestine to avoid a frozen abdomen.

We used silicon Foley catheters as retention sutures for several
reasons. We developed this technique de novo. Unlike nylon, a sil-
icon Foley catheter used as a retention suture will not erode the
underlying intestine and can avoid a subsequent enterocutaneous
fistula. It offers enough strength to allow fascia closure. However, it
may cause a seton effect on the abdominal wound. To avoid a
serious seton effect, the knots on each silicon Foley catheter
retention suture should be loosened every 1e2 weeks starting from
the knot next to the abdominal wall.

Midline fascia closure in abdominal defects>20 cmwide is very
challenging, evenwhen using the component separation technique
[4]. In this situation, a rotational myocutaneous flap or bilateral
bipedicle advancement flaps can be used as an alternative method
for abdominal wall reconstruction. Bilateral bipedicle flaps were
introduced by Sullivan et al [9] for massive abdominal skin-grafted
hernias. Guy et al [10] used this technique for one-stage closure in
patients with abdominal compartmental syndrome. It allows
tension-free fascia to fascia closure.

To avoid a later incisional hernia, synthetic or biological mesh
can be applied using either an underlay or onlay technique as an
adjunct to delayed primary or secondary abdominal closure. Bio-
logical mesh may be preferable in contaminated wounds. The dis-
advantages of both meshes include a lack of support for dynamic
abdominal wall function, recurrence rates of 10e20%, an increased
risk of infected mesh, and possible enterocutaneous fistulae.

In our experience, a combination of VAC and bilateral bipedicle
advancement flaps seems to be effective for the definitive fascia
closure of huge complex open abdominal wounds.
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